D’STAR Design Award 2017 – Mind to Market
The 3rd run of D’STAR Design Award 2017 organized by local furniture company – Star International
has finally concluded last Friday, 10 November 2017, at National Design Centre. This cozy event saw
a diverse crowd comprising those from DesignSingapore Council, Singapore Furniture Industries
Council (SFIC); the local design community, supporters of the finalists and media partners etc. Star
International would like to thank everyone for making time for its bi-annual D’STAR Design Award
2017 event, despite the rainy weather.
For those who may not be familiar with them, Star International was founded in 1981, with very
humble beginnings. Now, 36 years later, they are an integrated retailer, maker and exporter of
contemporary lifestyle furniture for the modern world. Today, they are one of the leading furniture
retailers in Singapore & Taiwan and have exported to more than 45 countries world-wide. They may
not have emphasized this enough to outsiders, but the folks at Star International are bonded by a
singular goal and that is to design world class ideas for modern homes. This is made possible through
their in-house design development team which has won many design accolades at International
Furniture Fairs over the years, and supported by the other functions and people that they have. At
Star International, they aspire to create star-branded experiences for homes around the world, “A
Star for Every Home”.
As shared by its Group Managing Director, Mr Kenny Koh, Star International is encouraged by the
success of the first 2 runs of D’STAR, in 2013 & 2015, hence they dreamed to make the 3rd D’STAR
even bigger. This time, they have expanded the scope for D’STAR to include anyone, from student
designers, experienced designers, to design enthusiasts etc, who has a passion for furniture
designing. The tagline this year is “Mind to Market”, and it captures the essence that Star
International wants to help these designers or enthusiasts materialize their ideas from mind and
ultimately to the market. Participants have to design their product based on the theme “Local
Space” – Uniquely for Singapore.
Star International hopes to uncover design talents amongst the designers & enthusiasts and interest
them in furniture designing. As a manufacturer, retailer & exporter, Star International believe that
they could add strategic value to this award by giving participants a platform to experience the whole
process of designing, prototyping and finally producing their furniture pieces. As shared by Mr. Kenny
Koh, “Besides offering these participants a first-hand experience of tweaking and finally prototyping
their designs, we were also able to tap on our large customer base to let them “test market” their
ideas. Ultimately, on top of the final results that will be announced at the end of this event,
outstanding designs will be chosen for commercialized and the deserving designer will be given due
credit and compensation.”
Star International is happy to announce that they have received an overwhelming response of 142
entries, compared to only 40+ entries in 2015 through the help its media and event partners – SPH &
RenoNation. Of which, 12 entries were selected to proceed to round 2. They shared that the
selection process was a tiresome one but that was a happy problem they were happy and heartened
to deal with. To add on, Mr. Kenny Koh also shared that the calibre of the finalists this year is quite
high.
The 12 semi-finalists have been brought on a 1-day educational tour to Star International’s Johor
Bahru factory, so they can have first-hand experience of the actual production facilities. All semifinalists have enjoyed themselves, including the impromptu trip to the pineapple plantation at Johor
Bahru.
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12 semi-finalists on an educational tour at Star International’s factory in Johor Bahru, Malaysia

An impromptu trip to the pineapple plantation at Johor Bahru
After the visit, the 12 semi-finalists had to present to Star International’s internal judging panels and
finally, the top 6 finalists were chosen and paired with a mentor from Star International’s Design
Development team.
Amongst our top 6 finalists, we have
- Anthony Yu (previously from NUS; now Engineer) with his Breeze Lounge Chair
- Kevin Chiam (previously from NUS; now Industrial Designer) with his Canary Side Table;
- Chum Jia Xin, (Architectural Designer) with her dual-modular JIA
- Chia Yong Qing (previously from NUS; now Designer) with his RAK
Yong Xin Hui (Engineer) with her Peranakan Screen.
The finalists worked very closely with their mentors during the 3months of rigorous prototyping.
There were many rounds of discussion and fine-tuning before their prototypes were finally exhibited
at Star International largest Star Living @ Labrador for public voting. Star International’s customers
are then able to view and vote for their favourite piece, and this public voting takes up 20% of the
final score.

The judges - Ms. Yeo Piah Choo, Mr. Kimming Yap, Mr. Jerry Low & Mr. Kenny Koh having a short
briefing before the final judging
The final judging at the Final Showcase on 10 November 2017 then accounts for the remaining
80%.The final judging panel comprised the heavyweights of the local design & furniture scene - Ms.
Yeo Piah Choo, Director of Industry Development & Outreach, DesignSingapore Council; Mr.
Kimming Yap, Managing Director of Creativeans Pte Ltd, representing Singapore Furniture Industries
Council (SFIC); Mr. Jerry Low, Director of A Balcony LLP, and last but not least, Mr Kenny Koh, Group
Managing Director for Star International.

Commencement of the event

(From left to right) Our 6 finalists - Anthony, Jia Xin, Junwon, Kevin, Yong Qing and Xin Hui with their
presentation
The 6 finalists took turns to present in front of the judging panels & audience, while the judges asked
questions and fiddled with the prototypes. After a lengthy deliberation, the Grand Winner was
finally announced and she is none other than Ms Yong Xin Hui, who works as an Engineer but has
developed an interest in designing. Xin Hui has won herself $3,000 cash and a trip to the Milan
iSaloni Furniture Fair 2018 (worth $3,000) with Star International’s Design Development team. The
first runner up is Kevin Chiam; and 2nd runner up is Jia Xin. They have walked away with $2,000 and
$1,000 respectively. Last but not least, Anthony, Junwon and Yong Qing have also received merit
awards of $500 Star Living cash vouchers. All finalists walked home with some prizes, and more
importantly, a memorable furniture designing experience with Star International.
Once again, Star International will like to show its appreciation to everyone for being part of its
D’STAR Design Award 2017. Do stay tune for the next run in 2019!

(From left to right) Anthony Yu with his Breeze Lounge Chair; Kevin Chiam with his Canary Side Table;
Chum Jia Xin with her dual-modular JIA; Chia Yong Qing with his RAK; and Yong Xin Hui with her
Peranakan Screen.

Group shots of our 6 finalists

Crowds & supporters paying attention during the presentation

Our judge Mr. Kimming Yap, getting a feel of the Canary Side Table; designed by Kevin Chiam.

(Left to Right) Our finalists; Kevin, Anthony and Yong Qing, school mates from NUS Design School

To wrap up, Star International has gathered positive feedback & interest on the small showcase from
their JotterGoods, Aartical and LUCANO’s range
Should you need more information, feel free to check out our D’STAR Design Award Facebook Page
@ www.facebook.com/DStarDesignAward or email us @ marcom@sg.starintlgroup.com

